
Looking for gaps in the ACD

The ACD is required to be 0.9997 efficient for charged 
particle detection

PMT efficiency for 0.1 MIP in tile must be very, very close to 100%
PMT on ribbons must detect down to 1-2 p.e.
Even with this, we need to be able to ID events that snuck in the 
gaps

About 30% of cosmic rays are NOT muons
Trying to measure 0.3 per mil effect requires very clean muon 
sample
This is also good practice for getting clean MIP sample for other 
uses

We do not try and associate every track with every tile
AcdTkrIntersections

These use the GEANT detector model to get exactly the location 
where tracks hit active detector elements
They are done on a per-track basis, in both directions along the 
track

AcdTkrPocas
These calculate the POCA (point of closest approach) between 
tracks and hit ACD elements
Done on a hit X track basis and only upwards 



Data Used/ Processing version

For muon selection tuning used run 135005345 
B/2 470K triggers

For ACD performance plots used all long B/2, B/30 runs
About 37.8 M triggers 

For all plots used digitization-v3r4p6 (reprocessing)
For all plots used recon-v3r4p6 (reprocessing)

The reprocessing has calculations of all the POCA between tracks 
and hit ACD tiles and ribbons stored in the Recon ROOT tree

Re-ran the B/2 runs w/ the Kalman hypothesis changed for 
comparison, analysis of these results is not complete

recon-v3r4p6muon



Muon Selection

Exactly one track (the muon)

Track 2 < 1.  
when Kalman fit with the default hypothesis 100 MeV e-

0.75 < CalMIPRatio < 1.25
Ratio of energy in CAL to expected energy for MIP (path-length 
corrected)

Number of hit of Track > 15
This cuts out the lower part of the sides of the ACD

“Tkr1SSDVeto” == 0
There is a hit in the last plane before the track exists the tracking 
volume

These cuts selected 115115 of 470286 triggers in run 
135005345

24.48% of triggers



Muon selection, (Red is After all other cuts)



Missing hits in ACD

Look for cases where a track is extrapolated to a tile (or 
ribbon) but the tile (or ribbon) is not hit.

Case 1:  A nearby tile (doca < 100 mm) is hit
This is probably just error in track extrapolation

Case 2:  Some hit in the ACD, but not nearby
Maybe a sign of some physical process, may just be noise

Need to study these events more carefully
Case 3: Nothing in the ACD at all

Maybe we don't really have a muon, or maybe the ACD is 
inefficient

Also need to study these events more carefully



Case 1:  A nearby tile is hit

Here we see the pattern of the overlaps in the ACD

A couple of open questions:
1) what is that stuff at z = +800?
2) why to we only see the top-ribbons in 1 direction?



Cases 2 & 3:  Nothing nearby

964 Misses out of 37.8M * 0.245 = 9.26 M
Inefficiency of 0.000104

Some hints of ribbons, but not obvious above
fairly flat background



Are these misses from muons?

Misses

All events, scaled 

The CalMIPRatio for the 
events which don't have 
any nearby hits is quite 
different from the baseline
distribution.

It seems likely that some 
fraction of these events
are not muons 



Track Extrapolations to ACD gaps

Look for cases where the track does not intersect any of the 
GEANT ACD detector element but we do see hits in the ACD

GEANT is a YES/NO algorithm.  It does not calculate near misses
“Close only counts in horseshoes and hand grenades”

Try and distinguish between these events
Case 1: A track extrapolates to inside a hit tile

This would (does) show a bug in the intersection code
Case 2: A track extrapolates to a gap, and there is no hit in the ACD

Probably the track really went through the gap
Confirm this w/ FRED, and be smarter next time

Case 3: A track extrapolates to a gap close to, but outside, a hit tile
If we see a systematic shift, it tells us that the gap is mis-modeled 
in the geometry

Case 4: A track extrapolates to a gap far from any hit tiles
The track is probably mis-reconstructed or not a muon



Bug in the track extrapolation algorithm

In about 1600 events out of the entire data set we see cases 
where the track extrapolation and the poca calculation 
disagree
Tracked this back to a flaw in some code to protect against 
divide-by-zero in the ACD code

If the X_dir or Y_dir (directional cosine) of the track is between  -1e-9 
and 0 the track ignored

This is fixed now 



A track really hits a gap

This happened 29 times in the entire sample
Have scanned 4 of them in FRED, they all hit the gaps at the top of 
the Y sides



Mapping out the gaps in the GEANT model



Summary

We have a pretty detailed study of the layout of the ACD. 
We can see most of the expected features of the ACD using the data 
from the SVAC runs
This is just over 18 hours of runs

Sample is still too impure and uneven to really to test ACD 
efficiency requirements

Sell-off may require doing background subtraction
Also, will have to run with LAT in horizontal position

This study didn't look into PHA values at all 
All hits were treated the same
B/C of high X-ray background on orbit we will have to put an offline 
cut somewhere about the zero-suppression threshold (maybe around 
0.1 MIP)


